OEM and Aftermarket
Hydraulic Replacement Parts
Extensive Inventory and Multiple Options

Everything You Need, Right When You Need It

At Hydraulex, we keep an extensive inventory of hydraulic replacement (spare) parts stocked across all of our locations, ready for immediate delivery. Whether you’re in need of replacement piston, vane or gear parts for an industrial or mobile application - we have you covered.

Our inventory consists of both OEM parts and our aftermarket brand parts, Genuine Metaris, that support an impressive list of manufacturers’ units. When it comes to your hydraulic replacement part needs, we’re sure to have everything you need, right when you need it.

- Extensive inventory of millions of parts for piston, vane and gear units
- Current and obsolete parts available
- Stock OEM and OEM spec New Aftermarket parts
- Aftermarket parts are inspected and tested
- Aftermarket options provide a substantial cost savings over OEM
- Large inventory allows for immediate availability and quick delivery; minimizing downtime
- Service a large dealer network domestically and internationally with our trusted line of quality interchangeable replacement parts

Units We Stock Parts for:

Bosch®/Racine®
Case®
Caterpillar®
Denison®
Eaton®
Genuine Metaris®
Hitachi®
JCB®
John Deere®
Kawasaki®/Staffa®
Komatsu®
Liebherr®
Linde®
Mitsubishi®
Oilgear®
Rexroth®/Uchida®
Sauer Danfoss®
Sundstrand®
Vickers®
Volvo®
All The Parts You Need...

PISTON PUMP PARTS

BEARINGS
- A wide variety of roller, tapered, saddle and liner bearings are available
- Both front and rear specified bearings stocked for hydraulic components

BLOCK/DISC SPRINGS
- Multiple sizes and styles available for a wide variety of manufacturers components

CYLINDER BLOCKS
- Extensive inventory of cylinder blocks for a variety of manufacturers components
- Also available as rotating group sets which include other parts

PILOT PUMPS
- Select pilot pumps are stocked for various components
- Non-stock ones can sometimes be special ordered

PISTON SETS
- A wide variety of piston sets for multiple manufacturers are stocked and available
- Available in packs or sets for easy all-at-once replacement or individuals

HOUSINGS & HEAD COVERS
- New housings and head covers stocked for select components
- Can sometimes be special ordered if it’s a non-stock item

SHOE PLATES
- Various shoe plates available for multiple manufacturers components

SEAL KITS
- Hundreds of seal kits are stocked for piston products
- Available in multiple materials for different applications

SWASH PLATES & SUPPORTS
- Extensive inventory of swash plates and swash plate supports available
- Multiple manufacturers stocked

SET/RETAINER PLATES & BALL GUIDES
- Multiple sizes and styles stocked for various manufacturers components
- Some set plates include ball guides, others sold individually

SHAFTS
- A wide variety of shafts available for multiple manufacturers components
- Splined and keyed available

VALVE PLATES
- Large inventory of replacement valve plates for many manufacturers ready to go
- Multiple sizes/styles stocked

Don't see what you're looking for? These are not all of our stocked parts. Please contact us as we still might stock what you are looking for.
Right When You Need Them.

VANE PUMP PARTS

BEARINGS
- Replacement bearings stocked for Vickers and Denison units
- Bearings available for multiple sizes/displacements of units

CAM RINGS
- New cam rings stocked for Vickers and Denison units
- Available in a variety of sizes per unit displacement

CARTRIDGE KITS
- Extensive inventory of replacement cart kits for Vickers and Denison units
- Standard & high pressure designs/options available

HOUSINGS & COVERS
- Replacement housings/bodies and covers available
- Available in multiple sizes/displacements and different flange configurations

ROTORS
- Replacement rotors available
- Available in a variety of sizes per unit displacement

SEAL KITS
- Hundreds of seal kits are stocked for vane products
- Available in multiple materials for different applications

SHAFTS
- Wide variety of replacement shafts available
- Options include keyed, splined, threaded, etc.

VANES
- Replacement vanes stocked for Vickers and Denison units
- Available in a variety of sizes per unit displacement

GEAR PUMP PARTS

BEARINGS
- Replacement needle bearings available for Genuine Metaris® gear pump products

GEAR SETS
- Precision heat treated gear sets available for Genuine Metaris® gear pump products
- Available in splined and keyed setups

SEAL KITS
- Replacement seal kits available for Genuine Metaris® gear pump products
- Contain o-rings, shaft seal and gaskets

THRUST PLATES
- New thrust plates stocked for Genuine Metaris® gear pump products
- Available in a variety of sizes per unit displacement
We Offer

- Inline Piston Pumps
- Radial Piston Pumps & Motors
- Bent Axis Piston Pumps & Motors
- Fixed Volume Vane Pumps
- Variable Volume Vane Pumps
- Gear Pumps
- Vane Motors
- Axial Piston Motors
- High Speed Motors
- Servo Motors
- Orbital Motors
- Directional Valves
- Flow Control Valves
- Pressure Control Valves
- Relief Valves
- Check Valves
- Stack Valves
- Servo Valves
- Proportional Valves
- PTOs (Power Take-offs)
- Cylinders

Hydraulex Corporate
48175 Gratiot Ave
Chesterfield, MI 48051
Toll Free: 800.422.4279
Tel: 586.949.4240
www.hydraulex.com

Hydraulex Detroit
Tel: 586.949.4240
sales@hydraulex.com

Hydraulex Jackson
Tel: 601.469.1987
sales@metarisusa.com

Hydraulex Seattle
Tel: 253.604.0400
hrdsales@hydraulex.com

Hydraulex Memphis
Tel: 901.794.2462
fhisales@hydraulex.com

Connect with us: 

All manufacturers names, symbols and descriptions in this document are used for reference purposes only, and it is not implied that any parts listed is the product of these manufacturers.